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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the course of 2014, Ebola made a steady, deathly march on the people of Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia.In August, WHO Director-General, Margaret Chan, declared the outbreak a public health emergency of international concern.An agreement between the USA, UK and France resulted in  agreement to handle one country each.  The UK and USA pledged to construct Ebola treatment centres in Sierra Leone and Liberia respectively and France would take care of Guinea.UK RESPONDSThe UK government pledged £427 million of aid.  DFID’s humanitarian response team is a world-class operation, accustomed to responding to humanitarian emergencies in response to natural events, such as earthquakes and destructive weather phenomena, and man-made events, such as conflict and its resultant effects. The spread of Ebola in West Africa marked the first time that a disease had prompted a humanitarian response of this magnitude. It was the first time an emergency session of the Security Council was called due to a disease. 
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DFID INFOGRAPHICSOver the course of the epidemic, the quantity of material shipped was staggering.  By February 11, 2015 the US had provided to Liberia only a 10th of the aid that the British people had provided to Sierra Leone.  But it wasn’t just the British people, CAIPA was moving aid from all over the place – from the Norwegian government, from the Dutch government and from the Japanese government to name a few.Between September 2014 and September 2015, CAIPA procured more than 10 million individual items from over 240 suppliers. Procurement of these items resulted in shipping (air and sea freight) 2,200 MT of products, which included cold and frozen chain products, hazardous cargo and specialist items such as blood products.Working closely with DFID, the Ministry of Defence and Crown Agent’s in-house freight forwarding provider, Greenshields Cowie, CAIPA has been responsible for chartering over 130 flights to Sierra Leone, loading over 3,000 truck loads, carrying millions of individual items, from more than 1,500 product lines in a 48 hour rotation.SO how did we achieve all of this?
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TEAM SWINGS INTO ACTIONFrom the outset, DFID’s response was all in. The first ETC was set up within 72 hours and the approach taken by Crown Agents (?) was a typical humanitarian/emergency approach. The initial remit of one ETC quickly became six and then became seven. Seven comprehensive, hygienically rigorous, fully-stocked treatment centres. All the supply chains and plans to maintain them for a period that was, at that point, indefinite. 
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Crown Agents and IPA partnered to form CAIPA to set up and maintain a total of SIX ETCs.A 7th ETC was set-up and operational in record time (22 Days from scrub land to 1st patient). The main function of the CAIPA partnership would be to create a sustainable resupply platform for the 7 ETCs and labs. CAIPA’s design approach was devised using the vast theoretical knowledge and practical experience within CAIPA. It was all based around four key pillars:Pooled procurement of all the needs of all of the DFID-supported ETCs and CCCs, labs and end users – to improve DFID’s buying power and benefit from economies of scale.  We could also work with suppliers especially for items that were in short supply to improve production capacityCentralised warehousing as close to the end users as possible – to improve our agility and speed of response, meeting fluctuations in demandMoving from a push to a pull supply system – so that the managing agents could get the items that they needed and reduce the potential for under or over stockingCollection and analysis of data – to give us the information we needed to make decisionsOur resupply approach was based on a 2 week order and 4 week buffer stock cycle. However, after 2 inventory turns, it became obvious a traditional humanitarian  approach would not be effective for the specific context we were operating in, in Sierra Leone. 
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CAIPA utilised a combination that would blend our experience and knowledge from more traditional public healthcare reform approach and a humanitarian response in order to establish reliable and sustainable systems. Why did we need to transition from a traditional to a hybrid approach?Lack of reliable forecasting from end usersVast number of product lines (around 1,500 product lines and over 2 million kilos of commodities)Unpredictability of cases (spread and incidence)Different operating protocols amongst ETCs Over ordering due to uncertainty (risk averse nature of ETCs)
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We attended a presentation by Martin Christopher and observed that our Ebola response was intuitively synergised with his characteristics of high performance supply chains. These supply chains are driven by demand rather than forecast: The rampant spread and the speed of disease incidence dictated that the CAIPA supply chain be driven, to a large extent, by demand rather than forecast. Information substitution instead of inventory: We reduced our reliance on inventory by improving communications with ETCs -CAIPA had up to date information about ETC stock positions, could forecast which commodities they might need, provided them with latest information on lead times, weekly meetings with ETC logisticians, regular visits to end users to review inventory and manage the order process.  Management of processes, not just functions: Operating with a global network of partners, donors, suppliers and end-users required the CAIPA supply chain to move away from focusing on particular silos and put emphasis on an end-to-end and seamless supply chain operation. Leveraging network partner capability: In order for the CAIPA supply chain to achieve a high level of performance, it was crucial for partners to be utilised as per their core strengths and efficiencies. Partners include CA in SNH, IPA in Netherlands, DFID in SL and Scotland, all ETCs and labs including PHE, MoD etc. Employing time-based key performance indicators: Responding to an emergency to the scale of the Ebola crises saw a shift away from financial towards time based key performance indicators. Operated on a “no stock out policy” and orders were received 6 days after orderingRecognition that acceleration matters just as much as speed: In addition to meeting the urgency of the demands of the response, the CAIPA supply chain demonstrates the importance for acceleration or velocity. In this case velocity was manifested in the ability to change direction as needed by the situation at hand in Sierra Leone which was enabled by quick decision protocols- eg Northern Push
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We demonstrated a shift from dynamic to structural flexibility as we demonstrated characteristics of a Triple A Supply ChainAgility- ability to respond to changes in demand. Eg: Northern Push, responding despite recent flooding, FHC, reverse logisticsAdaptability- Ability to change in line with the market. Eg different mechanisms for lab vs ETCs as labs require products that have a short shelf life, require cold stow, long lead times Alignment  - CAIPA is seen as the one stop shop for all requirements on the Ebola response (sourcing, supplying, shipping, storage, distribution, reverse logistics)
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MAKING A DIFFERENCESituation now …Back in October 2014 people were fearing the worst. Enormous potential numbers were being speculated about, people on the ground were scared, the people in the Ebola fight could not determine when or if their actions would make a difference. The country had drawn to a halt, but the work we did ensured that the situation has been contained; children were able to go back to school after a 9-month absence; and the country is rebuilding.TODAY I CAN CONFIRM THAT ………Sierra Leone began their 42 day count down in Sep and will be declared Ebola Free on Nov 7th. 



Thank you 
 

Any Questions 
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